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FGI Highlights Jamaican Authors during National Caribbean-American Heritage Month
Orlando, FL (June 9, 2022)—FarMor Group Inc. (FGI) recognizes Jamaican authors Lynn Gayle and
Sherilee Mandi during National Caribbean-American Heritage Month this June.
FGI, a publishing, recording and production company based in Orlando, is owned by Jamaican native
Suzette Farquharson-Morgan, who migrated to the United States at age 6.
A recipient of the Walt Disney World Dreamer & Doer Award, Ms. Morgan received a full scholarship
to the University of Florida, where she earned her Bachelor’s in Journalism in 1995. Years later, she
enrolled in the master’s program at the University of Central Florida (while working full-time and
raising two children) and graduated with a Master’s in Communication in 2001.
“It is an honor to reflect over my journey in America and the opportunities allotted to me so that I can
help others achieve their dreams and fulfill their destiny,” exclaims Ms. Morgan, a mother of three.
“To be able to publish over two dozen books and to highlight the writers behind them bring great joy!
“As the nation recognizes the achievements of Caribbean Americans this entire month, it is only fitting
that we do the same,” she adds.
Last year, FarMor published two novels: Dreams and Visions 2 by author Lynn Gayle and InHERitance
by first-time author Sherilee Mandi, both from Jamaica. These books are beyond intriguing; they
exemplify the ingenuity of these writers to capture diverse readers from different backgrounds.
“InHERitance makes for an exciting and lively read,” states Eve Calhoun, a retired teacher from
Atlanta, GA. “For those who have lived in the Caribbean, and in particular Jamaica, there’s a sense of
nostalgia; the Coronation-like market scene and market-feel leap to the forefront of the mind, and one
can’t help but experience a longing for the old-time days.”
“I have read Lynn Gayle’s book, Dreams and Visions 2, and I can say that her visionary experiences
prove to me that there is a super being who’s protecting and watching over us,” writes Herta Wright.
“She keeps you turning those pages and at the end, desiring more.”
To support these Jamaican authors or to view FGI’s entire book catalog, visit www.farmorgroupinc.co.
For book clubs, reading groups or if you have any questions, please call (321) 460-8558.
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